
 
 

On Demand e-Discovery 
 
I. Overview 
 
Indexed I/O is a cloud based e-Discovery platform that provides data processing, storage, review, 
and production services in an on demand environment. Designed as a true DIY tool, it provides 
everything needed for users to set up an account and begin using it in minutes, with no sales staff 
interaction and no need for a project manager or DBA. There are zero licensing fees, so you only 
pay for what you use, and can share that use with an unlimited number of users. The platform 
scales automatically, which means your data will be ready to use much faster than traditional 
single device e-Discovery tools, and you’ll be notified when it’s ready so there’s no need to sit 
and watch the progress. Designed with simplicity and efficiency in mind, Indexed I/O is the 
future of e-Discovery.  
 
II. Technology 
 
A. Automatic Server Scaling 
 
When most people think of the cloud, they think of popular storage services like iCloud, 
Dropbox and OneDrive--services that allow people to store their data remotely and access it 
anywhere. While Indexed I/O does store your data in the cloud and allows you to access it from 
anywhere, where it really shines is in it’s cloud based processing ability.  
 
Unlike traditional e-Discovery tools that require a license for each local machine in use, we 
provide access to a near unlimited number of high memory, multi core machines with resources 
that can be pooled to handle your data as efficiently as possible. The larger your data set, the 
larger the pool of machines processing your data in the cloud. With as many resources as you 
need available at any time, data ingestion periods are a fraction of those you get with a local 
install. Moreover, you can add additional collections without any impact on speed since each 
collection gets its own dedicated environment. 
 
 
 



B. Storage 
 
Indexed I/O utilizes Amazon Web Services, an industry leader in cloud computing solutions, for 
all of our data storage and processing servers. All of your data is stored securely and encrypted in 
one of their US based data centers, so you can rest easy knowing that your data is safe. 
 
C. Elastic Search/Sharding 
 
Once your data is in the system, it gets indexed in an elastic search engine that allows real time 
keyword and metadata searching. Even while your data is still processing, you can search what 
has been made available and get results in real time as more files get added. We’re able to 
provide such instantaneous results due to sharding technology, which distributes search requests 
over a network of nodes. The number of nodes automatically increases or decreases in order to 
meet demand, so more users searching doesn’t result in any degradation in the speed or quality 
of your search results.  
 
D. Development Cycles 
 
Another benefit of being a cloud based platform is that we’re able to push out updates to all of 
our users at the same time. You’ll never need to update your software because it’s all running 
remotely, and we’ll do it for you. Indexed I/O focuses on shorter, targeted development cycles 
rather than big yearly releases, so you can expect improvements to the system every couple of 
months. We’re continuously analyzing requested features and looking for needed improvements, 
meaning each release is packed with quality enhancements.  
 
E. Automation Through API 
 
Indexed I/O also utilizes a REST API system that lets advanced users automate events like 
processing, searching, reporting, and much more! Checkout our integration page to learn what 
endpoints are interactable: https://www.indexed.io/integration/ . By authenticating with our API 
and posting/getting messages to/from it, you can access a lot of the platform’s features through 
scripts without ever having to sign onto the site. This features gives power users even more 
accessibility to the platform, making those huge projects a little less daunting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.indexed.io/integration/


III. Platform Capabilities 
  
A. Processing/Ingestion 
 
Processing data incurs a one-time charge based on the volume of ingested data that is typically 
tracked and invoiced at a ‘per gigabyte’ rate.  All charges are applied to the post processing size 
and the top most level container files are exempt from the billable size. 
  
Example:  If a one gigabyte zip file is processed, and two gigabytes of data were extracted from 
the container file, technically there are three gigabytes of data (Original zip file one gigabyte, 
plus the extracted data of two gigabytes, equals 3 gigabytes).  Indexed I/O does not invoice on 
the top most container (one gigabyte) so only the two gigabytes of extracted data would be 
eligible for billing purposes. 
  
Indexed I/O processes electronic stored information (ESI) during data ingestion.  Processing data 
involves many different tasks that are distributed and completed on each individual item or file 
(see list below).  Processing ESI obtains the information (extracted or OCR text) required to 
standardize the data and allows for it to be searched, filtered, culled, analyzed, and reviewed. All 
data elements collected during processing are stored and maintained in the Indexed I/O system to 
be utilized via the Indexed I/O user application. 
  
List of tasks completed during ingestion and processing: 

● Extract text 
● Extract metadata 
● Extract attachments and/or embedded items 
● Extract Email domain 
● Real-time OCR of image and PDF files 
● Real-time virus scan 
● Password protected file detection and handling 
● Foreign language support 
● Audio file transcription to searchable text 
● Email threading 
● Decompress and extract from archive or container files 
● File deduplication (Global, Custodian, and Collection Levels) 
● System file identification 
● Hash code generation 
● Personal information detection (Social Security and credit card numbers) 
● Creation of reviewable PDF 

 



B. Data Storage/Hosting 
 
Indexed I/O provides 30 days of access to the Indexed I/O platform, as well as all 
ingested/processed data for search, review, culling, and other data analytics, at no additional cost. 
Platform access and hosting charges start incurring on the 31st day after the ESI was initially 
ingested and processed. The charge is correlated to the total data size of the prior ingested ESI. 
These charges are incurred daily. Each day the total gigabyte size is calculated on all eligible 
data and reported as ‘Hosting Gigabyte Days’. Although this charge is based on the total 
aggregate of the billable ESI size for easy budgeting and reference, it incorporates many facets of 
the environment and platform including search index, database, user access and control, and data 
file storage.  
 
Each project is also provided an SFTP account (referred to as the IIO Drive) where files can be 
uploaded to and processed. This account is created automatically when new projects are added 
and are specific to each project in Indexed I/O. The account also provides access and 
downloading of exports generated in the project. Files uploaded to the IIO Drive are stored for 
60 days before being removed automatically by the platform.  The IIO Drive is meant to help 
facilitate data upload and download from the platform and not as a permanent storage solution.  
 
C. Data Analytics 
 
The system provides a variety of resources for analyzing and understanding your data. We offer 
preset project searches, pre and post processing metrics and graphs, data timelines, domain 
analysis, reporting tools, and more. All data analytics are provided at no extra cost as a part of 
the data ingestion process.  
 
Preset Searches: Each project includes 4 advanced searches saved by default: “Show All”, “All 
Container File Exceptions”, “All Password Protected Failed”, and  “All Potential Personal 
Information”. Use these searches to help analyze your data after the initial upload and see where 
problems may arise, or just get to your complete set quickly. 
 
Pre Processing Metrics: This section of the project shows you the initial size of your data, and 
the size after extracting container files like ZIPs and PSTs. It also give you a breakdown of your 
data by extension, and by category. This information is available to download in easy to view 
spreadsheet and PDF files. 
 
Post Processing Metrics: This section of the project provides metrics about the data after our 
analysis. You’ll get a Data Overview that breaks down your data by Extension, Category, 
Collection, and Custodian. You’ll also be provided a document timeline where you can identify 



any gaps in your data, or filter it down to specific dates. System generated tags such as duplicate 
records, OCR Text, and Processing Exceptions are displayed in an easy to view bar chart. A 
communication chart is available that displays the network of communication between the most 
numerous 1-100 users identified in your data. This information is also available to download in 
easy to view spreadsheet and PDF files. 
 
Reporting: Anywhere a list of files is shown in the system you can run either a “Resource” or 
“Tag” report on the data set. Resource reports are customizable and allow you to select which 
metadata fields you want to see for all of your records. Tag reports are also customizable and let 
you view the total number of records with each applied Project, System, Batch, or Domain tag. 
Reports are always saved in the project after being run and can be downloaded in CSV format at 
any time.  
 
Fields available for Resource reports: 

● ProjectId 
● CollectionId 
● SortKey 
● Custodian 
● RelativePath 
● BaseName 
● Filename 
● Extension 
● AllPaths 
● Type 
● MimeType 
● Category 
● IsContainer 
● IsRegularFile 
● IsEmail 
● IsSourceData 
● IsSystemFile 
● IsDuplicateFile 
● HasVirus 
● WasPasswordProtected 
● WasDecrypted 
● Size 
● SystemTags 
● ProjectTags 

● Ancestors 
● EmbeddedIndex 
● Language 
● HadProcessingException 
● ProcessingException 
● NumPdfPages 
● HadPdfException 
● PdfException 
● CreatedDate 
● ModifiedDate 
● PrintDate 
● MetadataDate 
● Title 
● Creator 
● EmailFrom 
● EmailTo 
● EmailCc 
● EmailBcc 
● EmailRecipients 
● EmailMessageClass 
● EmailConversationTopic 
● EmailDomains 
● Notes 
● PrivilegedNotes 



● DomainTags 
● BatchTags 
● SHA1 
● SHA256 
● SHA512 
● MD5 
● IsTopParentResource  
● TopParentResourceId 
● TopParentCreatedDate 
● ParentResourceId 

● InternetMessageId 
● BegBates 
● EndBates 
● BegAttachBates 
● EndAttachBates 
● AllBegBates 
● AllEndBates 
● AllBegAttachBates 
● AllEndAttachBates 

 
D. Search 
 
Users are able to search across the entire project or within specific data collections via the Quick 
Search Bar and Advanced Search Query Builder. 
 
Quick Search Bar: Keyword based searches can be run here. Full boolean search operator 
support is available in the Quick Bar Search including “AND”, “NOT”, “OR” logic. Proximity 
and Wildcard searching is also supported. 
 
The Quick Search Bar looks at the following metadata fields: 

 

● collectionId 
● resourceId 
● fullText 
● translatedText 
● metadataText 
● Title 
● fileExtension 
● Path 
● analyzed path 

● projectTags 
● systemTags 
● domainTags 
● batchTags 
● begBates 
● endBates 
● begAttachBates 
● endAttachBates 
● Time Zone 

 
Examples: 
 
Search for phrase "foo bar". 
 

| "foo bar" 
 



Search for phrase "foo bar" AND the phrase "quick fox". 
 

| "foo bar" AND "quick fox" 
 
Search for phrase "bar" OR the phrase "fox".  
 

| "bar" OR "fox" 
  
or 
  

| "bar" "fox" 
  
or 
  

| bar fox 
 
Search for either the phrase "foo bar" AND the phrase "quick fox", or the word "fox". 
 

| ("foo bar" AND "quick fox") OR fox 
 
Search for word "foo" and not "bar". 
 

| foo -bar 
 
Search for any word that starts with "foo". 
 

| foo* 
 
Search for any word that starts with "foo" and ends with "bar". 
 

| foo*bar 
 
Search for "foo bar" within 4 words from each other. 
 

| "foo bar"~4 
 
 
 
 



Important: 
 
*Entering values without specific search parameters or quotes will be treated as an OR search. 
Please utilize quotes and parameters to ensure desired results! 
 
**All words without quotes will automatically have stemming search applied. This is different 
than a wildcard search, and compares your keyword against a library to determine other tenses 
or variations that may be relevant. This means if you search for "house", without quotes, it will 
yield all variations of the word include, but not limited to "houses", "housed", etc... Always use 
quotes and search parameters to ensure desired results. 
 
***Wildcard parameters can not be utilized in phrase or proximity searches.  The parameter * 
will be ignored in the search. 
 
****Indexed I/O does not support leading wildcard searches, the * symbol cannot be used at the 
start of a keyword. 
 
Advanced Search: The interface for Advanced Search is a drag and drop environment.  Users 
can drag out any field or project component (full list below) to easily create, save, and share 
searches. 
 
Users can save searches by clicking the ‘Save’ button once the search has been constructed.  At 
that time it and all prior saved searches can be accessed via the ‘Saved Searches’ section of the 
Advanced Search Window.  Simply drag and drop the saved search into the search expression 
area and click ‘Search’. 
 
Users can share searches with other user(s) and/or Role(s).  When a saved search has been shared 
with a user it will appear in the user’s ‘My Searches’ section on the left navigation panel of the 
platform. 
 
Advanced Search Fields: 

 

● Collection 
● IIO ID 
● Tags 
● Custodian 
● Full Text 
● Translated Text 

● Folder 
● Path 
● File Category 
● Record Type 
● Mime Type 
● MD5 HASH 



● Created Date 
● File Extension 
● File Name 
● Metadata Text 
● Title 
● Creator 
● Email To 
● Email From 
● Email CC 
● Email BCC 
● Email Recipients 
● Email Message Class 
● Email Domains 
● Conversation Topic 

● Size (MB) 
● Page Count 
● Modified Date 
● Accessed Date 
● Print Date 
● User Metadata 
● Notes 
● Has Notes 
● Has Privileged Notes 
● Is Source Data 
● Is Top Parent Resource 
● Is Container 
● Bates Number 

 
E. Export/Production 
 
The platform is capable of exporting data in a variety of formats, as well as endorsing records 
with bates numbers and other branding. Exports are provided as a downloadable ZIP file that can 
be accessed from the website UI and also from the IIO Drive. Exports are billed ‘per gigabyte’ 
for native exports, and ‘per page’ for image exports. All exports include a load file and text files. 
 
Native Files: This format includes the original files that were processed, with the options to 
rename the records by bates number or keep the original folder structure and naming.  
 
Un-Endorsed Images: This format is the PDF file that the system generates during processing, 
without any resizing or endorsements applied.  
 
Branded Images: This format is a resized image of either PDF or TIFF files that can be labelled 
with bates numbers, confidential labels, and other text endorsements. Branding can also be done 
based on project tags.  
 
Text Files: This format is the extracted or transcribed text of the records provided in a standard 
.TXT format. Text files are included in all exports  
 
Load Files: This format is available as a DAT, TXT, OPT, or custom extension file type. Load 
files contain the information necessary to load productions into 3rd party review platforms, or 
view metadata in an easy to access spreadsheet. Load files are fully customizable with options to 
set date formatting, file headers and delimiters, and included metadata fields.  
 
 
 



F. Translation 
 
Translation services are available at a ‘per character’ rate. Translation is performed on a 
document level, with automatic language recognition or manual language input available. The 
following languages are supported for auto translation: 
 

Afrikaans 
Albanian 
Amharic 
Arabic 

Armenian 
Azeerbaijani 

Basque 
Belarusian 

Bengali 
Bosnian 

Bulgarian 
Catalan 
Cebuano 

Chinese (Simplified) 
Chinese (Traditional) 

Corsican 
Croatian 
Czech 
Danish 
Dutch 

English 
Esperanto 
Estonian 
Finnish 
French 
Frisian 

Galician 
Georgian 
German 
Greek 

Gujarati 
Haitian Creole 

Hausa 
Hawaiian 
Hebrew 

 

Hindi 
Hmong 

Hungarian 
Icelandic 

Igbo 
Indonesian 

Irish 
Italian 

Japanese 
Javanese 
Kannada 
Kazakh 
Khmer 
Korean 
Kurdish 
Kyrgyz 

Lao 
Latin 

Latvian 
Lithuanian 

Luxembourgish 
Macedonian 
Malagasy 

Malay 
Malayalam 

Maori 
Marathi 

Mongolian 
Myanmar (Burmese) 

Nepali 
Norwegian 

Nyanja (Chichewa) 
Pashto 
Persian 
Polish 

 

Portuguese 
Punjabi 

Romanian 
Russian 
Samoan 

Scots Gaelic 
Serbian 
Sesotho 
Shona 
Sindhi 

Sinhala (Sinhalese) 
Slovak 

Slovenian 
Somali 
Spanish 

Sundanese 
Swahili 
Swedish 

Tagalog (Filipino) 
Tajik 
Tamil 
Telugu 
Thai 

Turkish 
Ukrainian 

Urdu 
Uzbek 

Vietnamese 
Welsh 
Xhosa 

Yiddish 
Yoruba 
Zulu 

Manual translation solutions are also available at no cost. Translator(s) can access the translation 
feature and simply input their own text to be saved as a translation in the system. 



G. Data Enrichment 
 
Indexed I/O has integrated with a secure and confidential third party technology that provides 
enriched data on specific email address values.  An Analysis of an email address can be 
submitted to return aggregate data for that specific address. These events are billed on a ‘per 
lookup’ basis.  
 
Information provided includes but is not limited to: 
 

● Full Name 
● Social Media Accounts 
● Location 
● Gender 
● Age 
● Associated Organizations 
● Relevant Topics 

 
H. Project Management Tools 
 
There are an array of built in tools to help you manage user permissions, track user access, 
review project billing information, manage review progress, and more. These tools make it easy 
to take full control of your project from the ground up. 
 
Audit Log: This feature available to project administrators tracks every event that happens in the 
project and the user who performed it. This includes but is not limited to, viewing or 
downloading records, running searches, saving reports, exporting files, and tagging or untagging 
records. This log can be downloaded as a CSV file and further filtered to track certain event 
types or certain users. 
 
User Roles and Permissions: Roles can be customized in order to restrict the access of certain 
users. Viewable items can be filters using project tags. Features like downloads, reports, and 
exports can be disabled. Admin access can be provided, and more.  
 
Burn Down Chart: This chart tracks the review progress of your batches, and can help you 
determine if you’re on schedule. By customizing the timeline you can determine how many files 
need to be reviewed each day to meet your deadline, and see whether your review team is 
meeting those numbers. 
 
Billing Tab: Billable events are tracked in this part of the admin interface. You can see how 
much data has been processed, how much is being hosted, how many GB’s or Pages of exports 
have been run, the number of characters translated, and the number of data enrichment requests. 
Previous months billing cycles can also be reviewed, and this information can be downloaded in 
an easy to view CSV file. 
 



I. iPad App 
 
The tool also has an associated iPad review app that is provided to users at no cost. This app 
allows you to review and tag your documents, as well as track your batch progress. Since it was 
designed for iPad, it’s much more user friendly than just accessing the tool from a mobile or 
tablet browser. 
 
IV. Support 
 
A. Training 
 
Indexed I/O staff are available for individual or group training sessions at no cost to the user. 
Topics can cover a basic introduction to the system, targeted trainings for review teams or 
project managers, as well as more specific training based around your needs.  
 
B. Technical Support 
 
As an Indexed I/O user you have access to our excellent technical support staff who are here to 
guide you through using the software. Click the “Contact Us” button on the sidebar after signing 
in to get started. 
 
Live Chat: Connect with a representative to chat with in real time with this option. Live chat 
services are available during business hours (9AM - 5:30PM MST, Monday through Friday) 
 
Email: Use the email button, or send a message to “support@indexed.io” to create a ticket that is 
broadcast to our entire support team. Tickets are used to submit technical time related requests, 
ask more in depth questions, schedule trainings, and anything else you might need to ask of our 
staff. 
 
Phone: Call the number displayed on the sidebar to speak with a support representative directly. 
We’re here to guide you through whatever you need. Phone support is available during business 
hours (9AM - 5:30PM MST, Monday through Friday) 
 
C. Knowledge Base Access 
 
Creating an account also gets you access to our collection of tutorial articles and how to videos. 
Nearly anything that can be done on the platform is covered somewhere, and this is an excellent 
resource for those who want a true DIY experience. After signing into the platform simply click 
the “Support” button on the sidebar, and select tutorials. 
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D. Technical Time 
 
The Indexed I/O support staff is available to assist you with specific tasks and bills at our hourly 
rate until completion. Technical time can include searching and tagging records, managing user 
access, running exports, ingesting data, etc. Technical time is handled on a per case basis and 
costs will be discussed when the request is put in.  
 
Support staff can also automate many project events through backend scripts and database 
interactions. Custom requests and features can be discussed on a case by case basis by contacting 
“Support@indexed.io” 
 
V. Billing 
 
Rather than bill for licenses or user access, Indexed I/O bills at a project level based on cost 
incurring events. New projects require a credit card to secure, but invoices are sent in advance of 
bill processing.  
 
The following actions/events will incur charges for your projects: 

● Processing Data 
● Data Hosting after initial 30 days 
● Data Hosting at hibernation rate (project inaccessible but stored) 
● Exporting Data 
● Foreign Language Translation 
● Data Enrichment Look Up 
● Technical Time Request 

 
Unlimited User Access: The platform allows for an unlimited number of user accounts to be 
created since billing is done on a project level. No member of your team needs to share accounts 
or license additional users in order to gain access, they can simply sign up and be invited to the 
project.  
 
Retail Pricing: For a full breakdown of our current retail pricing rates please visit our website:  
 
https://www.indexed.io/easypricing/  
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